
Word notes Sunday 24/4/2011 Tony Hodge 
Because He is Risen 

 
Summary (read this bit out to remind cell members what was said on Sunday) 
 
Key Text: 1 Corinthians 15:12-22 
 
Jan read the Poem “Because He is Risen” by Gerard Kelly before Tony asked the question “Why celebrate the 
resurrection?” and looked at some possible answers.  Is it just because it was a miracle, because it was 
unique or because Jesus was special?   
 
Yes it was a miracle – but not the only one Jesus performed. 
No Jesus being raised from the dead was not unique that first Easter – eg see Matthew 27:50-54. 
Yes Jesus was/is special – but is it really surprising that almighty God defeated death? 
 
More than all these we celebrate Jesus’ resurrection because it means so much to us personally when we put 
our faith in Jesus and decide to follow him.  The poem Jan read speaks of many of the ways his resurrection 
as proof of God’s power and love impacts our lives. 
 
To celebrate Easter for any of the first three reasons is not bad – but to miss out the last is to miss the deep 
personal impact of knowing God’s promises in Jesus are reliable and true for me. 
 
Application (this is the bit where cell members get to participate.  Lead discussions around these points) 
 
Have you ever asked non-Christian friends what they are celebrating at Easer or what Good Friday and Easter 
Day mean to them?  What are the answers? 
 
What is your immediate reaction to reading Paul’s words in 1 Cor 15:12-22: 
 How does it make you feel? 
 What is the significance for a Christian? 
 How does it impact how you share your faith?  (eg with timidity or with power?) 
 
Are the regular reports of complaints about people wearing or displaying crosses down to political correctness 
or is there a deeper offense caused by the cross?  (If you’re not sure the cross causes offense read Acts 4:1-2 
and Gal 5:11).  What should our response be? 
 
Witness (this is the bit where the cell talks and prays about how to share the Good News) 
 
Next Monday is our Fun Day where we get to bless people on Studlands with free fun and food and show the 
love of God in our hearts.  Talk with the cell and encourage all to be there to help make the day a success – 
we need all to be there to help. 
 


